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Research Formatting (APA style) 

American Psychological Association 

 

Whenever you do research, you must use and reference sources properly to avoid academic 
misconduct such as plagiarism.  

APA (6th Edition) is the most frequently used manual for referencing and formatting papers in 
the general and social sciences (behavioral sciences, business, nursing, social work, education) 

 

General Guidelines: 

• Type your paper and print it on standard, white 8.5 x 11 paper. 
• Use size 12pt. in Times New Roman font 
• Double-space all text 
• Use two spaces after end punctuation to improve readability.  
• Use 1 inch margins on all sides 
• Indent the first line of each paragraph using the tab key.   
• Include a header at the top of every page with a page number on the right margin. 
• The header on the title page should include the term “Running head” followed by a 

shortened version of your paper's title (in all caps). The shortened title cannot exceed 50 
characters including spacing and punctuation.   

• Use quotation marks around the titles of books, songs, television shows, computer 
games, poems, lectures, speeches and works of art.  

• Commas and periods go within quotation marks 
• APA does not recommend the use of footnotes or endnotes 

For more detailed information, see: https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl 

 

Title Page Formatting:   

• Create a separate title page 
• Add the Running header and shortened title along the left margin 
• Add a page number in the header along the right margin  
• Use upper and lower case letters and centre your title in the upper half of the page 
• Titles should be no more than 12 words and should take up no more than two lines 
• Double-space all text and use Times New Roman size 12 font (do not underline, italicize, 

bold etc.)   
• Beneath the title type the author’s first name, middle initial and last name 
• Beneath the author’s name type the name of the school    (See sample attached) 

https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl
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Sample Title Page: 
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Sample Paper:
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Sample Reference List:
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APA – In-text Citation Rules (The Basics) 

In any type of research paper, sources must be credited within the body of the work which is called in-text 
citation.  APA uses a format called parenthetical citation where the relevant information (author,   date, 
and page number) is put in parenthesis after a quote or paraphrase.  

The APA sixth edition provides explicit rules for direct quotations and states that you must credit the 
source when “paraphrasing, quoting an author directly, or describing an idea that influenced your work” 
(p. 170). 
 

• If the quotation is less than 40 words, incorporate the quotation into the text and place 
quotation marks round the quotation. Cite the source immediately after the quotation and 
continue with the sentence. 

Porter (1998) has stated that, “The internetworked classroom has the potential (not yet realized) to 
empower students” (p. 5), and this research project examines this potential. 

• If the quotation you are using falls at the end of the sentence, enclose the quotation with 
quotation marks without including the quotation’s original punctuation. Here’s a sentence 
as it appears in the original text: 

“Semantic frames/domains represent one of the two major organizing principles for conceptual structure” 
(Croft & Cruse, 2004, p. 32). 

Or 

In arguing for frame semantics, Croft and Cruse (2004) asserted, “Semantic frames/domains represent one 
of the two major organizing principles for conceptual structure” (p. 32). 

Or (paraphrase) 

Croft and Cruse (2004) discuss the various principles for framing conceptual structures.  

• If the quotation has more than 40 words, use a block quotation. Begin the quotation on a 
new line and indent a half-inch from the left margin. Double-space the entire quotation, and 
at the end of the quotation, provide citation information after the final punctuation mark. 

John Nicholson (1820) anticipated this effect when discussing farming methods in the nineteenth century: 
 
Perhaps it would be well, if some institution were devised, and supported at the expense of the 
State, which would be so organized as would tend most effectually to produce a due degree of 
emulation among Farmers, by rewards and honorary distinctions conferred by those who, by their 
successful experimental efforts and improvements, should render themselves duly entitled to 
them. (p. 92) 
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Creating a Reference List 
 
A reference list only lists the sources you have referred to in your writing. The purpose of the 
reference list is to allow your sources to be found by your reader. It also gives credit to authors 
whose work and ideas you have considered.  All references cited in the text must appear in the 
reference list, except for personal communications (such as conversations or emails) which 
cannot be retrieved. 
 
General Guidelines: 

• References heading is centred and Times Roman Numeral size 12 font 
• List entries in alphabetical order by author 
• Use the abbreviations n.d. if there is no date listed on your source 
• The first line of the entry is along the left margin with subsequent lines indented ½” 
• Double space all entries (unless instructed otherwise) 
• Capitalize only the first word in the title or words after punctuation in the title 
• Put titles of books or journals in italics 

 
 
Print Sources:  
 

No Author Book Title. (Year). City of publication, Country: Publisher. 
 
Collins concise New Zealand dictionary (7th ed.). (2008). London, England:      
      Collins.  
 
In-text citations: 
 
...this definition from the Collins Concise New Zealand Dictionary (2008) shows... 

One Author 
 

Author (s), Initial. (Year). Book title. City of publication, Country:  
      Publisher. 
 
Gambles, I. (2009). Making the business case: Proposals that succeed for projects  
      that work. Farnham, England: Ashgate. 
 

In-text citations: 

Gambles (2009) states....  OR   ....can lead to a more successful outcome (Gamble, 
2009). 

Corporate Author  New Zealand Health Information Service.(2003). Report on maternity: Maternal and  
      newborn information Wellington, New Zealand: Ministry of Health. 
 
In-text-citation:  
.... as research indicates (Inland Revenue Department [IRD], 2007)   

.... suggested by recent statistics (IRD, 2010). 
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Two  or more authors Author, Initial., Author, Initial., etc… (Year). Book title. City of publication,  

      Country: Publisher. 
 
Gazda, G. M., Balzer, F. J., Childers, W. C., Nealy, A. U., Phelps, R. E., & Walters,   
      R. P. (2005). Human relations development: A manual for educators (7th ed.).  
      Boston, MA: Pearson Educational. 
 
In text citation: 1st citation: 
... as the findings suggested (Gazda, Balzer, Childers, Nealy, Phelps & Walters, 
2005)… 

further citations: 

... in the same study (Gazda et al., 2005). 

Editor Sykes, P., & Potts, A. (Eds.). (2008). Researching education from the inside:  
      Investigations from within. London, England: Routledge. 
 
(Sykes & Potts, 2008)  OR Sykes and Potts (2008) suggest that…. 
 

Chapter, essay or article from 
an edited book: 
 

Easton, B. (2008). Does poverty affect health? In K. Dew & A. Matheson  
      (Eds.), Understanding health inequalities in Aotearoa New Zealand (pp. 97– 
      106). Dunedin, New Zealand: Otago University Press. 
 

Several volumes in a 
multivolume work 

Koch, S. (Ed.). (1959-1963). Psychology: A study of science (Vols. 1-6). New  
      York, NY: McGraw-Hill.   

Picture Book Creator (Illustrator), Initial. (Year). Book title. City of publication, 
Country/State: 
       Publisher. 
 
Lehman, B. (2011). The secret box. Boston, MA: Houghton Mifflin Books for  
       Children. 
 

Journal or magazine article Author, Initial. (Year). Title of the article: Subtitle if there is one. Title of the   
      Journal, volume(issue if used), pages.  
 
Bartlett, R. P. (2009). Going private but staying public: Re-examining the    
      effect of Sarbanes-Oxley on firms going-private decisions. The University 
      of Chicago Law Review, 76, 7–39.  
 

Newspaper Author, Initial. (Year, month day). Title of the article: Subtitle if there is  
      one. Title of the magazine or newspaper, volume(issue if used), pages.   
 
Fleming, G. (2008, November 4). Shaking up the working world. The New  
      Zealand Herald, p. D1. 
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 Non-Print Sources  

Journal article (Online) Author, Initial. (Year). Title of the article: Subtitle if there is one. Title of the   
      Journal, volume(issue if used), pages. https://doi.org/xxxxx 
 
Bartlett, R. P. (2009). Going private but staying public: Re-examining the    
      effect of Sarbanes-Oxley on firms going-private decisions. The University 
      of Chicago Law Review, 76, 7–39. Retrieved from  
      http://lawreview.uchicago.edu/ 
 

Newspaper/ magazine 

(Online) 

Author, Initial. (Year, month day). Title of the article: Subtitle if there is  
      one. Title of the magazine or newspaper, volume(issue if used), pages.    
      Retrieved from http://the home page of the magazine or newspaper 
 
Fleming, G. (2008, November 4). Shaking up the working world. The New  
      Zealand Herald, p. D1. Retrieved from http://newzealandherad.com 
 

Film / Movie 

 

Scorsese, M. (Producer), & Lonergan, K. (Writer/Director). (2000). You can 
      count on me [Motion picture]. United States: Paramount Pictures. 
 
American Psychological Association (Producer). (2000). Responding 
      therapeutically to patient expressions of sexual attraction [DVD]. 
 

Single episode in a television 
series 

 

Egan, D. (Writer), & Alexander, J. (Director). (2005). Failure to communicate.  
      [Television series episode]. In D. Shore (Executive producer), House; New York,  
      NY: Fox Broadcasting. 

YouTube video 

 

Bellofolletti. (2009, April 8). Ghost caught on surveillance camera [Video file].  
      Retrieved from    
      http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dq1ms2JhYBI&feature=related 
 

Video podcast - iTunes 

 

Dunning, B. (Producer). (2011, January 12). inFact: Conspiracy theories [Video  
      podcast]. Retrieved from http://itunes.apple.com/ 

Audio podcast 

 

Van Nuys, D. (Producer). (2007, April 7). The anatomy of a lobotomist [Audio  
      podcast]. Retrieved from http://www.shrinkrapradio.com/2007/04/07/84- 
      anatomy-lobotomist 
 

Wikipedia 

 

Global warming. (n.d.). In Wikipedia. Retrieved December 6, 2009, from 
      http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Global_warming 

PowerPoint slides available 
online 

 

Sontheimer, R. (2009). Changes in APA formatting: APA 6th edition [PowerPoint  
      slides]. Retrieved from  
      http://www.writing.ku.edu/~writing/guides/documents/NewAPA.ppt 
 
 
 
 

https://doi.org/xxxxx
http://lawreview.uchicago.edu/
http://newzealandherad.com/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dq1ms2JhYBI&feature=related
http://www.shrinkrapradio.com/2007/04/07/84-
http://www.writing.ku.edu/%7Ewriting/guides/documents/NewAPA.ppt
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Webpage –  no author 

 

Rugby World Cup 2011 pools announced. (2008). Retrieved May 1, 2009, from  
      http://www.rugbyworldcup.com/mediazone/news/newsid=2027914.html 
 
...so the pools have been announced today (Rugby World Cup 2011 pools 
announced, 2008).  

Webpage – author, no date 

 

Rugby World Cup 2011 pools announced. (n.d.). Retrieved May 1, 2009, from 
http://www.rugbyworldcup.com/mediazone/news/newsid=2027914.html 
 

Webpage –  corporate author 

 

Department of Internal Affairs. (n.d.). History of daylight saving. Retrieved October 
29, 2012, from http://www.dia.govt.nz/Daylight-Saving-History 
 
...dairy farmers have traditionally been against daylight saving (Department of 
Internal Affairs, n.d.) 
 

Online Lectures or course notes  

 

Author, Initial. (Year). Title of presentation [Format of the document]. Name of the 
paper. Retrieved from https://blackboard.aut.ac.nz 

Facebook or Twitter feed 

 
To cite a Twitter or Facebook feed as a whole or to discuss it in general, it is 
sufficient to give the site URL in text, inside parentheses. There is no need for a 
reference list entry.            

President Obama uses Twitter (http://www.twitter.com/barackobama) and  

Facebook (http://www.facebook.com/barackobama) to keep citizens up  

to speed on his initiatives, especially health care reform and Supreme  

Court nominations. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.rugbyworldcup.com/mediazone/news/newsid=2027914.html
http://www.rugbyworldcup.com/mediazone/news/newsid=2027914.html
http://www.dia.govt.nz/Daylight-Saving-History
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Evaluating Sources - The CRAAP Test is a series of questions to ask about any source of information.  The 
questions will help you decide whether your source is credible and appropriate for use in your research. 

C 

Currency: The timeliness of the information 

• Do you know when the information was published, posted, or last updated? 
• Is the information current for your topic and field of study? 

R 

Relevance: The importance of the information for your needs 

• Is the information appropriate for academic purposes? 
• Is this an adequately in-depth discussion of the topic? 
• Has Canadian perspective or content been provided? 

A 

Authority: The source of the information 

• Have the author's credentials or organizational affiliations been identified? 
• Is the author (or authors) qualified to write on the topic? 
• Has the piece been published by a well-known and respected publisher or 

organization? 

A 

Accuracy: The reliability and correctness of the informational content 

• Have the author's sources been clearly cited so that you can easily find 
(and verify) them? 

• Are there spelling, grammar, or other typographical errors? 

P 

Purpose: The reason the information exists 

• Do the authors/sponsors make their intentions or purpose clear? 
• Does the point of view appear objective, unbiased and impartial?  
• Does the author acknowledge alternative versions of the issues or 

facts? 

 


